
Are you an experienced driver* with an excellent driving record? Does saving money on car insurance appeal to you? If so, 

you may want to check out Arbella’s Accident Forgiveness option for significant cost savings on your renewal policy every 

year for the next six years—that’s big savings!     

Key Features:    
 ■ If you have an at-fault accident, your surcharge points will be waived for that accident on renewal for the next six years!
 ■ Cost of the endorsement is only $45 per year per policy 
 ■ all experienced drivers* must have excellent driving records at time of purchase
 ■ Purchase and keep this endorsement on the policy  
 ■ eligibility requirements apply

LooK at how muCh other arbeLLa Customers have saved: 

PoLICy examPLe 1
two experienced arbella drivers* with two cars

PoLICy examPLe 2
an experienced arbella driver* with one car

at-fault accident with $9,694 paid for repairs and damages at-fault accident with $827 paid for repairs and damages

renewal premium without accident Forgiveness is $1,484 renewal premium without accident Forgiveness is $1,574

renewal premium with accident Forgiveness is $1,094 renewal premium with accident Forgiveness is $1,011

Savings first renewal year alone is $390 Savings first renewal year alone is $563

Find out if you are eligible—Ask your Arbella Agent today!

 * all drivers have six years plus driving experience and are sdIP 99.  

the above examples are based on actual savings the arbella customers received when they renewed their policy in april 2012 and purchased the accident Forgiveness coverage as 
required. actual savings vary based on individual policy characteristics.

arbella Insurance Group is comprised of insurers doing business in the states of Connecticut, massachusetts, New hampshire, and rhode Island. these materials are not intended to 
constitute an advertisement, solicitation or offer for sale in any jurisdiction where our companies are not licensed to do business. these marketing materials do not provide a complete 
description of all coverages, exclusions and conditions in the policy. Policy terms may be changed by the insurer from time to time. anyone interested in our products should seek more 
information from one of our professional insurance agents. our local agents can review your particular circumstances and explain the details of any coverages for which you are eligible. 
Issuance of coverage is subject to underwriting.
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